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ABSTRACT

Precipitation-gauge observations and atmospheric reanalysis are combined to develop an analoguemethod

for detecting heavy precipitation events based on prevailing large-scale atmospheric conditions. Combina-

tions of atmospheric variables for circulation (geopotential height and wind vector) and moisture (surface

specific humidity, column and up to 500-hPa precipitable water) are examined to construct analogue schemes

for the winter [December–February (DJF)] of the ‘‘Pacific Coast California’’ (PCCA) region and the summer

[June–August (JJA)] of the Midwestern United States (MWST). The detection diagnostics of analogue

schemes are calibrated with 1979–2005 and validated with 2006–14 NASA Modern-Era Retrospective

Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA). All analogue schemes are found to significantly improve

upon MERRA precipitation in characterizing the occurrence and interannual variations of observed heavy

precipitation events in theMWST.When evaluatedwith the late twentieth-century climatemodel simulations

from phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5), all analogue schemes produce model

medians of heavy precipitation frequency that are more consistent with observations and have smaller in-

termodel discrepancies than model-based precipitation. Under the representative concentration pathways

(RCP) 4.5 and 8.5 scenarios, the CMIP5-based analogue schemes produce trends in heavy precipitation oc-

currence through the twenty-first century that are consistent with model-based precipitation, but with smaller

intermodel disparity. Themedian trends in heavy precipitation frequency are positive forDJF over PCCAbut

are slightly negative for JJA over MWST. Overall, the analyses highlight the potential of the analogue as a

powerful diagnostic tool for model deficiencies and its complementarity to an evaluation of heavy pre-

cipitation frequency based on model precipitation alone.

1. Introduction

Over the last two decades, the analysis of extreme

precipitation events has attracted much attention be-

cause of their significant impacts on natural and human

systems. In particular, many studies have shown that

extreme precipitation events are likely to respond sub-

stantially to anthropogenically enhanced greenhouse

forcing with changes in their frequency and intensity

(Wehner 2005; Kharin et al. 2007; Sun et al. 2007; Kao and

Ganguly 2011; Min et al. 2011; Pall et al. 2011; Dominguez

et al. 2012; Kharin et al. 2013; Sillmann et al. 2013; Monier

and Gao 2015). Such shifts could have dramatic ecological,

economic, and sociological consequences (IPCC 2012).Corresponding author e-mail: Xiang Gao, xgao304@mit.edu
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Understanding how extreme precipitation events will

change in the future and enabling consistent and ro-

bust projections is therefore important for the public

and policy makers as we prepare for consequences of

climate change.

Simulations with global coupled ocean–atmosphere

general circulation models (GCMs) forced with pro-

jected greenhouse gas and aerosol emissions are the

primary tools for assessing possible future changes in

climate extremes (Kharin et al. 2007; Sun et al. 2007;

Kharin et al. 2013; Sillmann et al. 2013). However,

previous studies have shown that climate models gen-

erally do not correctly reproduce the frequency and in-

tensity distribution of present-day precipitation (Dai

2006; Sun et al. 2006; Wilcox and Donner 2007;

DeAngelis et al. 2013). In future projections with com-

prehensive climate models, studies find that there can

be a wide disagreement about the sign of change or the

rate of increase in precipitation extremes among

models, particularly in the tropics (Sillmann et al. 2013;

O’Gorman 2012; Kharin et al. 2007; Sun et al. 2007;

Kharin et al. 2013). These results suggest that model

differences appear to be the main source of uncertainty

in the projected changes in precipitation extremes

(Kharin et al. 2007). Lack of skill in climate models’

regional distributions of precipitation is largely attrib-

uted to the bulk description of poorly understood pro-

cesses such as moist convection and of topographical

features at the subgrid scale (1–10 km). How such pro-

cesses and features are parameterized or represented

with typical coarse spatial resolution of climate models

(;100km or more) varies considerably among models

and this can have a large effect on the precipitation in-

tensity distribution (e.g., Wilcox and Donner 2007).

On the other hand, it has been shown that climate

models simulate fairly realistic large-scale atmospheric

circulation features associated with heavy precipitation

events compared to observations. DeAngelis et al.

(2013) found that climate models from phase 3 of

the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP3)

capture realistically the large-scale physical mechanisms

linked to extreme precipitation over North America,

although there exist biases in intensity of heavy and

extreme precipitation among the models. Kawazoe and

Gutowski (2013) showed that the climate models from

phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project

(CMIP5) produce very heavy precipitation in the upper

Mississippi region under the same synoptic conditions

seen in the observations. Based on regional climate

model simulations of contemporary and future climates,

Gutowski et al. (2008) assessed the synoptic circulations

conducive to the extreme cold-season precipitation in

the central United States. They showed that the model

reproduces the observed synoptic conditions for ex-

tremes even though it exhibits difficulty in simulating

the precipitation intensity, and such circulation behavior

is rather robust in the face of climate change. These

results suggest that we can place more confidence in the

circulation features associated with extreme pre-

cipitation than in the precipitation amount simulated

from GCMs. In other words, analyses of model-

simulated atmospheric circulation features accompany-

ing extreme events may give more robust indication or

projections of their occurrence and changes. This has, in

fact, been illustrated in several studies. Hewitson and

Crane (2006) demonstrated that precipitation down-

scaled from synoptic-scale atmospheric circulation

changes in multiple GCMs can provide a more consis-

tent projection of precipitation change than the GCMs’

precipitation. More recently, Gao et al. (2014) de-

veloped an ‘‘analogue method’’ to detect the occurrence

of heavy precipitation events over the United States.

The method employs composites to identify prevailing

large-scale atmospheric conditions associated with

widespread, heavy precipitation events at local scale.

They found that the method, when applied to an en-

semble of CMIP5 twentieth-century climate model

simulations, produces heavy precipitation frequencies

that are more consistent with observations in the mul-

timodelmedian and that have smaller intermodel spreads

as opposed to using model-simulated precipitation.

This study is a continuation of the previous work on

the development and evaluation of analogue method for

detecting heavy precipitation events under contempo-

rary climate conditions (Gao et al. 2014). The motiva-

tions of this study are to answer questions such as the

following: Is the superior performance of the analogue

method exemplified in Gao et al. (2014) specific to cer-

tain large-scale atmospheric variables or robust across

choices of alternative variables? How does the method

apply for projecting heavy precipitation frequency in the

future? Here we expand upon the analogue method

presented in Gao et al. (2014) with additional atmo-

spheric fields and examine the performances of the

augmented methods in quantifying the present-day

heavy precipitation frequency and their projected

changes in response to different anthropogenic forcing

scenarios using CMIP5 model simulations. In Gao et al.

(2014), the analogue detection diagnostics for heavy

precipitation are constructed using a combination of

500-hPa geopotential height and vertical motion as well

as total precipitable water. Preliminary examination of

CMIP5 model simulations under future emission sce-

narios indicates that the overall increasing trend of ge-

opotential height associated with climate warming is

superimposed on the anomalous dipole structure [see
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Figs. 3 and 4 in Gao et al. (2014)] seen in the contem-

porary climate. This makes the use of geopotential-

height anomalies problematic within the analogue

framework for future climates (shown in section 3b).

Furthermore, while the increases in precipitation ex-

tremes as the climate warms have been widely found to

be associated with atmospheric water vapor content

increase (Allen and Ingram 2002; Pall et al. 2007),

O’Gorman and Schneider (2009) examined the scaling

of the total condensation rate in extreme precipitation

events and found that the amount of near-surface or

low-level water vapor may be more relevant to pre-

cipitation extremes than the total column water vapor.

Given these considerations, herein we evaluate how the

performance of the analogue scheme constructed with

500-hPa horizontal wind vectors compares to that of the

analogue scheme constructed with 500-hPa geopotential

height anomalies. We are also interested in whether the

analogue scheme is sensitive to the use of different

variables to represent atmospheric water vapor con-

tent relevant to heavy precipitation as the climate

warms, such as near-surface specific humidity, lower-

tropospheric precipitable water as represented by

precipitable water up to certain level (500 hPa is used

here due to high orography in some regions), and total

precipitable water.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes

the datasets (observations, reanalysis, and climate

model simulations). The development, calibration, and

validation of the expanded analogue schemes are given

in section 3. The evaluation of the expanded analogue

schemes with the CMIP5 late twentieth-century histor-

ical climate experiment is discussed in section 4. Section

5 presents comparisons of the projected changes in

heavy precipitation frequency under two CMIP5 radia-

tive forcing scenarios based on the augmented analogue

schemes andmodel-simulated precipitation.A summary

and discussion are provided in section 6.

2. Datasets

a. Observed precipitation

Daily precipitation observations were obtained from

the NOAA Climate Prediction Center (CPC) unified

rain gauge-based analysis (Higgins et al. 2000b). These

observations, spanning from 1948 to present, are con-

fined to the continental United States land areas and

gridded to a 0.258 3 0.258 resolution from roughly 10 000

daily station reports. The analysis was produced using an

optimal interpolation scheme and went through several

types of quality control including ‘‘duplicate station’’

and ‘‘buddy’’ checks, among others. Previous assess-

ments of gridded analyses and station observations over

the United States have shown that gridded analyses are

reliable for studies of fluctuations in daily precipitation

as long as the station coverage is sufficiently dense and

rigorous quality control procedures are applied to the

daily data (Higgins et al. 2007).

b. NASA-MERRA reanalysis

We use Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Re-

search and Applications (MERRA; Rienecker et al.

2011) to analyze the large-scale atmospheric circulations

associated with the heavy precipitation, and to calibrate

and validate the analogue schemes. MERRA uses the

GEOS-5 atmospheric circulation model, the Catchment

land surface model, and an enhanced three-dimensional

variational data assimilation (3DVar) analysis algo-

rithm. The data assimilation system of GEOS-5 imple-

ments an ‘‘incremental analysis updates’’ (IAU)

procedure in which the analysis correction is applied to

the forecast model states gradually. This has amelio-

rated the spindown problem with precipitation and

greatly improved aspects of the stratospheric circula-

tion. MERRA’s physical parameterizations have also

been enhanced so that the shock of adjusting the model

system to the assimilated data is reduced. In addition,

MERRA incorporates observations from NASA’s

Earth Observing Systems (EOS) satellites, particularly

those from EOS/Aqua, in its assimilation framework.

MERRA is updated in real time, spanning the period

from 1979 to the present. The three-dimensional 3-hourly

atmospheric diagnostics on 42 pressure levels are avail-

able at a 1.258 resolution.

c. Climate model simulations

Weuse the climatemodel simulations from the CMIP5

historical experiment (years 1850–2005) and experiments

for the twenty-first century (years 2006–2100) employing

two different radiative forcing scenarios. The historical

runs were forced with observed temporal variations of

anthropogenic and natural forcings and, for the first time,

time-evolving land cover (Taylor et al. 2012). The future

scenarios, called representative concentration pathways

(RCPs; Moss et al. 2010), are designed to accommodate a

wide range of possibilities in social and economic devel-

opment consistent with specific radiative forcing paths.

The estimated radiative forcing values by year 2100 are

4.5 and 8.5Wm22 in the two experiments considered

here, namely RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. In comparison with

Table 1 of Gao et al. (2014), model CMCC-CM and

MIROC-ESM do not provide the near-surface specific

humidity and vertical velocity in two RCP experiments.

Removal of these two results in a total of 18 models

that provide all the essential meteorological variables

for the analogue schemes across the three experiments
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considered here. Themodels areACCESS1.0,ACCESS1.3,

BCC-CSM1.1, BCC-CSM1.1-m, BNU-ESM, CanESM2,

CCSM4, CNRM-CM5, GFDL-CM3, GFDL-ESM2G,

GFDL-ESM2M, IPSL-CM5A-LR, IPSL-CM5A-MR,

IPSL-CM5B-LR, MIROC5, MIROC-ESM-CHEM,

MRI-CGCM3, and NorESM1-M (expansions of acro-

nyms are available online at http://www.ametsoc.org/

PubsAcronymList). In this study, only one ensemble

member from each model is analyzed.

d. Data processing

The same set of meteorological variables are assem-

bled or derived from both the MERRA reanalysis and

climate model simulations, including 500-hPa geo-

potential height, 500-hPa vector winds, 500-hPa vertical

velocity, near-surface specific humidity, total precipitable

water, precipitable water up to 500hPa, and vertically

integrated water vapor flux vector up to 500hPa. Pre-

cipitable water up to 500hPa is used to represent lower-

level moisture; vertical integration is performed up to

500hPa instead of, say, 850hPa to allow for regions of

high orography. The vertically integrated water vapor

flux is employed here to illustrate the moisture transport

feeding the heavy precipitation events in local areas (but

is not used in the development of analogue schemes).

The more relevant diagnostic is vapor convergence, but

its estimation based on reanalysis is problematic due to

the required total mass balance correction.

The 3-hourly MERRA atmospheric diagnostics are

first averaged into daily values. All the daily fields, in-

cluding the precipitation observation as well as the

precipitation and meteorological fields from MERRA

reanalysis and each CMIP5 climate model, are then

regridded to the common 2.58 3 28 resolution via area

averaging. Such a conservative regridding procedure has

been shown to especially improve agreement between

observed and simulated extreme precipitation metrics

(Chen and Knutson 2008). The period with the greatest

overlap among the CPC observations (1948–present),

MERRA reanalysis (1979–present), and the CMIP5

historical experiment (1850–2005) is 1 January 1979–

31 December 2005. So at each grid cell, we convert the

meteorological fields of each data source to normalized

anomalies based on their respective seasonal climato-

logical mean and standard deviation of this 27-yr pe-

riod. The same seasonal climatological means and

standard deviations are also employed to obtain the

normalized anomalies for the meteorological fields of

MERRA reanalysis from 2006 to 2014 and CMIP5 two

RCP experiments from 2006 to 2100.

We use the CPC observed precipitation to identify the

heavy precipitation events, while theMERRA reanalysis

is employed to construct the large-scale composites of

atmospheric patterns associated with identified heavy

precipitation events, and to calibrate and validate the

analogue schemes. The presented analogue approach

allows for the characterization of the heavy precipitation

frequency only. Because of the limits of deterministic

predictability of weather, the reproduction of the exact

heavy precipitation date is not expected when this

method is applied to the CMIP5 historical simulations.

Rather, our intent is to examine the collective perfor-

mances of the CMIP5models in detecting the cumulative

occurrence of the heavy precipitation events under con-

temporary climate, to document their potential changes

as climate warms—over a given spatial and temporal

domain of interest—based on prevailing large-scale

physical mechanisms, and to evaluate how such ana-

logue approach compares with observations and more

conventional model-simulated precipitation.

3. Calibration and validation of analogue method

There is no universally appropriate definition of heavy

or extreme precipitation, andGao et al. (2014) discussed

three different methods commonly used in the previous

literature to identify heavy precipitation events. In this

study, we follow the same definition as was used in Gao

et al. (2014): a precipitation event is a daily amount

above 1mmday21 at one observational or model grid at

2.58 3 28, and a heavy precipitation event occurs at any

grid cell when the daily amount exceeds the 95th per-

centile of all precipitation events at that grid cell

during a specific period (season). The 95th percentile of

the distribution from the precipitation observation

based on contemporary climate (1979–2005) is used to

extract the heavy precipitation events for MERRA re-

analysis from 1979 to 2014 as well as for CMIP5 model

simulations of historical experiment from 1979 to 2005

and RCP experiments from 2006 to 2100. We then pool

all extracted events at all data grid cells within the re-

gions of our interest from the observations, MERRA

reanalysis and CMIP5 model simulations separately. It

should be noted that at 2.58 3 28 grid resolution, we do

not account for the ‘‘widespread’’ heavy precipitation

events on any particular day as we did at 0.258 3
0.258grid resolution in Gao et al. (2014). The MERRA

reanalysis large-scale atmospheric fields from 1979 to

2005 will be used to develop and calibrate the analogue

schemes, and from 2006 to 2014 to validate them.

Gao et al. (2014) demonstrated the application of

analogue scheme for several regions of the United

States, including the south-central United States, which

is susceptible to heavy rainfall. In this study, we focus

our analyses on two of those regions: the ‘‘Pacific Coast

California’’ (PCCA) region where heavy precipitation
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events occur most frequently in the winter season

[December–February (DJF)] and the Midwestern

United States (MWST) where heavy precipitation

events dominate mostly in the summer season [June–

August (JJA); Gao et al. 2014; their Fig. 1). PCCA, a

domain bounded by 338–418N and 123.758–118.758W at

2.58 328 resolution (red rectangle in Fig. 1a), is a typical

region where large-scale flows and complex topography

may contribute to the occurrence of heavy precipitation

events. Because of the missing values along the land–sea

boundary, we use 8 grid cells out of a total of 15 grid cells

in the red rectangle. For MWST, we focus on the

northern U.S. Great Plains, a region bounded by 398–
458N sand 98.758–88.758Wat the 2.58 3 28 resolution (20

grid cells shown as red rectangle in Fig. 1c), including

the states of Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, Iowa, Illinois,

South Dakota, Minnesota, andWisconsin. This region is

shown to be representative of an area of relatively high

summer precipitation variance compared to elsewhere

over the continent (Dirmeyer and Kinter 2010). Out-

standing recent cases of large-scale flooding in this re-

gion include those of late spring and summer of 1993

and 2008.

a. Synoptic condition composites

We extract the 165 and 566 heavy precipitation events

from the observations of 1979–2005 at 2.58 3 28 for the
DJF season of PCCA and JJA season of MWST, re-

spectively. We examine various atmospheric fields,

which provide insight into the preferred synoptic con-

ditions conducive to heavy precipitation events. Figure 1

shows the composites as standardized anomalies for two

regions, produced by averaging theMERRAReanalysis

across the observed event days.

FIG. 1. Composite fields as normalized anomalies for the Pacific Coast California (PCCA) in DJF. (a) 500-hPa

geopotential height (shaded, h500) and the vertical integrated water vapor flux vector up to 500 hPa (arrow) based on

165 heavy precipitation events at 2.58 3 28. (b) 500-hPa vertical velocity (contour, v500) and total precipitable water

(tpw; shaded). (c),(d) As in (a),(b), but for the Midwestern United States (MWST) in JJA based on 566 heavy

precipitation events at 2.58 3 28. The red rectangles depict our study regions.
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For the PCCA region, the composite shows heavy

events occurring when a deep trough develops around

the eastern North Pacific Ocean and an anomalous cy-

clonic circulation center is located to the south,

promoting a southwesterly flow of moist air from near

Hawaii to the West Coast of the United States (Fig. 1a).

Also evident are moister air and strong upward motion

centered over the northern California and Nevada, but

extending into the interior of the western United States

(Fig. 1b). Studies have demonstrated that major winter

precipitation events along the Pacific Coast are mostly

associated with the ‘‘Pineapple Express’’ (Higgins et al.

2000a; Warner et al. 2012). Compared with the Figs. 1a

and 1b, the standardized anomalies of all the meteoro-

logical fields are weaker for the Midwestern United

States. Nevertheless, the presence of lower heights to

the west and higher heights to the east of the analysis

region is still evident (Fig. 1c). A key ingredient for

heavy precipitation in the region is the transport of

warm, moist air from the Gulf of Mexico north-

northeastward across the north-central United States,

mainly by the general circulation as the period is

not dominated by intense tropical cyclone activity

(Dirmeyer and Kinter 2010). The origins of this mois-

ture plumemay extend farther south and east toward the

Caribbean Sea. The composites exhibit characteristics

of the ‘‘Maya Express’’ that fetches moisture from the

subtropics or tropics, originating as evaporation from

the Gulf of Mexico, eastern Mexico, or in particular the

Caribbean Sea, and links into the Great Plains low-level

jet, creating a much longer ‘‘atmospheric river’’ of

moisture (Dirmeyer and Kinter 2010). Moister air and

strong upward motion are also clearly observed, cen-

tered on our study region (Fig. 1d). Over both regions,

these major features exhibited by various composite

anomaly fields are statistically significant at the 0.05 level.

b. Analogue detection diagnostics

In Gao et al. (2014), 500-hPa geopotential height

(h500), 500-hPa vertical velocity (v500), and total-column

precipitable water (tpw) in combination have been used

to construct the analogue scheme for detecting the oc-

currence of heavy precipitation events. Examination of

CMIP5 model simulations under future emission sce-

narios indicates that the overall increasing trend of geo-

potential height associated with climate warming

disrupts the anomalous dipole structure seen in con-

temporary climate conditions, making its application in

analogue method for future climates problematic

(Fig. 2). In contrast, the distinct patterns of composite

horizontal wind vector components over the study re-

gion are fairly well preserved between the contemporary

and future climates. Here we examine the alternative

analogue scheme constructed with 500-hPa horizontal

winds (uv500) in place of geopotential height. Besides the

total precipitable water, we also assess the performance

of analogue schemes based on two other atmospheric

water vapor content variables relevant to heavy pre-

cipitation, namely near-surface specific humidity (q2m)

and precipitable water up to 500 hPa (tpw500). The syn-

optic behavior exhibited by the composites of 500-hPa

vertical velocity is also found to be fairly consistent be-

tween the contemporary and projected climates (not

shown). This suggests that there are no apparent shifts in

circulation regimes of these atmospheric variables (ex-

cept for h500) associated with heavy precipitation, and

can thus be applied for assessing the heavy precipitation

frequency changes in a future climate. In the summer

season, the influence of large-scale atmospheric dy-

namics is generally weaker and the role of small-scale

convective processes may be greater in comparison with

the winter season. It is likely that employment of at-

mospheric variables other than described above for

analogue schemes of summer seasonmay result in better

performance. However, the aim of our study is not to

find a specific analogue scheme with the best perfor-

mance for each region and season examined here

through an exhaustive exercise. Instead, we are in-

terested in whether the same set of analogue schemes

can perform well across different regions and seasons.

Therefore, we mainly focus on the key resolved large-

scale atmospheric variables associated with heavy pre-

cipitation that are widely documented in the previous

literature (i.e., moisture supply, upward motion, flow of

air, etc.). Then in total, we examine six combinations

of atmospheric variables to construct the analogue

schemes for both regions/seasons, hereafter referred to

as follows:

hw500q2m 5 500-hPa height and vertical wind, as well

as near-surface specific humidity

hw500tpw500 5 500-hPa height and vertical wind, as

well as total precipitable water to 500 hPa

hw500tpw 5 500-hPa height and vertical wind, as well

as total-column precipitable water

uvw500q2m5 500-hPa horizontal and vertical winds, as

well as near-surface specific humidity

uvw500tpw500 5 500-hPa horizontal and vertical winds,

and total precipitable water to 500hPa

uvw500tpw5 500 hPa horizontal and vertical winds, as

well as total-column precipitable water

We employ two metrics, the ‘‘hotspot’’ and the spatial

anomaly correlation coefficient (SACC), to characterize

the distinct synoptic conditions conducive to heavy

precipitation events shown in composites (Gao et al.

2014). The hotspot metric diagnoses the extent to which
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the composite of each atmospheric field is representa-

tive of any individual event. It involves the calculation of

sign count at each grid cell by recording the number of

individual events whose standardized anomalies have

consistent sign with the composite. Hotspots are iden-

tified as the grid cells where the events used to construct

the composites exhibit strong sign consistency with the

composite itself (i.e., the larger sign counts). SACC is

calculated between the MERRA atmospheric fields and

the corresponding composites for each day of DJF or

JJA from 1979 to 2005. The exact region used for SACC

calculation is arbitrary, but its boundaries are chosen

such that the coherent structures of the composite fields

are captured and centered. We then assess 10 ranges of

SACC thresholds from 0.0 to 1.0 with an interval of 0.1.

We tested the SACC calculations for regions with small

differences in their size and aspect ratio, but find that

the resulting optimal thresholds (described later) are

insensitive to these differences for all the analogue

combinations examined.

We follow the same ‘‘criteria of detection’’ for de-

tection of heavy precipitation events as was used for the

analogue scheme hw500tpw in Gao et al. (2014), but we

adapt them to the use of horizontal vector winds and

other water vapor content variables, simply by treating

two horizontal wind components as two variables cor-

responding to the trough and ridge of geopotential

height. The criteria are that 1) at least three out of four

FIG. 2. Comparison of composite fields of 500-hPa (left) geopotential height (h500), and (middle) zonal (u500) and (right) meridional

(y500) wind as normalized anomalies from (top) MERRA reanalysis based on 566 heavy precipitation events, and from an example of

CMIP5models (GFDL-ESM2M) based on extracted heavy precipitation events of (middle) 1979 to 2005 (historical) and (bottom) 2067 to

2093 (RCP8.5 scenario) using the model’s 95th percentiles of 1979–2005 for the MWST region in JJA.
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variables have consistent signs with the corresponding

composites over the selected hotspot grid cells; 2) at

least one out of three variables has a SACC value larger

than the determined thresholds; and 3) all the SACC

values have to be positive. This last criterion is only

applied for DJF of PCCA as we find that it is too strict

for JJA of MWST [resulting in too few heavy pre-

cipitation events in calibration; this is likely attributable

to the relatively weaker strength of all the composite

anomaly fields in comparison with DJF of PCCA

(Fig. 1), and this is also consistent with a lower degree of

consistency over the hotspots].

c. Calibration and validation

For each of the six analogue schemes, we employ au-

tomatic calibration to determine the cutoff values for the

number of hotspots and thresholds for SACC of all rele-

vant atmospheric fields simultaneously (e.g., h, v, and

tpw). The calibration is performed by running different

combinations of the number of hotspots and ranges of

SACC values across all relevant atmospheric fields, and

assessing the daily MERRA atmospheric fields in DJF or

JJA from 1979 to 2005 to determine whether the criteria

of detection described above are met for that day. If so,

the day is considered as having a heavy precipitation event

occurring. We use the ‘‘confusion matrix’’ commonly

employed in the binary classification as goodness-of-fit

criteria to evaluate how well the analogue schemes re-

produce the observed heavy precipitation events. The same

measures are also employed to assess how well the ana-

logue schemeswith optimized threshold values apply to the

validation period from year 2006 to 2014, and how well the

analogues perform compared to MERRA precipitation.

Confusion matrix features four values, namely, the

number of true positives (TP), false positives (FP; type I

error), true negatives (TN), and false negatives (FN;

type II error). We employ five more metrics as perfor-

mance measures derived from these four numbers:

1) True positive rate (TPR) measures the proportion of

positives (i.e., extremes) that are correctly identified

as such:

TPR5TP/(TP1FN).

2) False positive rate (FPR) measures the proportion of

negatives (i.e., nonextremes) that are incorrectly

identified as positives (i.e., extremes):

FPR5FP/(FP1TN).

3) Precision or positive predictive value (PPV) is the

ratio of true positives to combined true and false

positives:

PPV5TP/(TP1FP).

4) Accuracy (ACC) is the ratio of combined true

positives and negatives to total population:

ACC5 (TP1TN)/(TP1FP1TN1FN).

5) F1 score, a single measure of performance for the

positive class, is the harmonic mean of precision and

true positive rate and is calculated as shown:

F15 2TP/(2TP1FP1FN).

Accuracy, although widely used to evaluate the ro-

bustness of a model for making predictions, is not a re-

liable metric for the real performance of a classifier

because it will yield misleading results if the dataset is

unbalanced (i.e., when the number of samples in dif-

ferent classes vary greatly), just like the case of extreme

versus nonextreme events. The additional meaningful

measures to evaluate such a classifier are precision and

true positive rate, which can be thought of as measures

of a classifier exactness and completeness, respectively.

A low precision and low true positive rate indicate a

large number of false positives and false negatives, re-

spectively. F1 score conveys the balance between the

precision and the true positive rate.

In our study, the optimal cutoff values for the number

of hotspots and thresholds for SACC are chosen as the

combination of values and thresholds that produce

the observed number of heavy precipitation events

(equal to TP1 FP) with the best TPR. In this case, FP is

equal to FN, and the F1 score is equal to PPV and TPR.

Table 1 shows performance measures of using various

analogue schemes to detect heavy precipitation events

in DJF of PCCA during calibration (1979–2005) and

validation (2006–14) periods. MERRA precipitation

has better performance metrics than the analogue

schemes, with higher TPRs, PPVs, and F1 scores,

slightly higher ACCs, and slightly lower FPRs. The

TPRs, PPVs, F1 scores, ACCs, and FPRs during the

calibration period are 53%–58%, 53%–58%, 53%–

58%, 94%, and 3% across analogue schemes in com-

parison with 58%, 66%, 62%, 95%, and 2% for

MERRA precipitation. Performances during the vali-

dation period are worse than those during the calibra-

tion period for both MERRA precipitation and

analogue schemes, with lower TPRs, PPVs, and F1

scores. The FPRs and ACCs are fairly insensitive mea-

sures with only minor changes. The TPRs, PPVs, F1

scores, ACCs, and FPRs are 35%–40%, 43%–51%,

39%–44%, 94%, and 3% across analogue schemes in

comparison with 42%, 53%, 47%, 94%, and 2% for

MERRA precipitation. Small changes in ACC values
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across two periods and two analyses (MERRA pre-

cipitation vs analogue schemes) are mostly attributed to

our unbalanced dataset with nonextreme events (and

thus TN) occupying the large portion, whereas small

changes in FPR values are associated with both the

dominance of TN and the same order of magnitude of

detected total events (and thus FP) by the two analyses.

Among the three water vapor content analogues, there

is no clearly superior choice in terms of performance.

During the calibration period, the schemes with tpw and

tpw500 perform similarly and slightly better than those

with q2m. During the validation period, the schemes with

q2m display a marginal improvement over those with

tpw and tpw500. Furthermore, the analogue schemes

with uv500 have comparable performances to their

geopotential height counterparts during both periods.

Table 2 shows similar statistics to Table 1, but for JJA

of MWST. Immediately evident is the poorer perfor-

mance of MERRA precipitation for MWST than for

PCCA during both periods, with much lower TPRs

(35% and 26% decrease for calibration and validation,

respectively), ACCs (14% and 20% decrease), and F1

scores (27% and 20% decrease). However, PPVs are

higher because they are mostly associated with the par-

tition of predicted heavy precipitation events between

TP and FP. Note that MERRA precipitation gives a

much lower number of heavy precipitation events (30%

and 20%) in comparison with the observation. Never-

theless, the relatively larger portion of TP results in

higher PPVs. Bosilovich (2013) examined the in-

terannual variations of MERRA summertime pre-

cipitation over the United States and found that the

Midwest is one of the weakest regions where significant

biases exist for the seasonal mean. In contrast, the ana-

logue schemes appear fairly robust across the two re-

gions in terms of TPRs, PPVs, and F1 scores, with

comparable and better values for MWST than for PCCA

during the calibration and validation period, re-

spectively. For MWST, the analogue schemes also tend

to underestimate the number of heavy precipitation

events during the validation period, but to a much lesser

extent than MERRA precipitation. Both analogue

schemes and MERRA precipitation exhibit perfor-

mance degradation during the validation period, with

lower TPRs, ACCs, PPVs, and F1 scores, but higher

FPRs than those during the calibration period. All an-

alogue schemes outperform MERRA precipitation

during both periods in terms of TPRs and F1 scores.

However, FPRs are higher due to the larger FP from the

analogues than from MERRA precipitation, associated

with the large difference in their detected total events

(566 vs 169 for calibration and 50 vs 177–210 for vali-

dation). As the number of the ‘‘tagged’’ occurrences

increases, both TPR and FPR are expected to increase

accordingly. The ACCs remain fairly comparable be-

tween two analyses as they are largely dominated by TN.

Similarly, there is no clearly superior choice of analogues

associated with three water vapor content representations

in terms of various performance measures. The analogue

group with uv500 shows marginal improvements over the

group with h500 during both periods based on most of

the performance measures, but the overall differences

in the performance metrics among all analogue schemes

are relatively small.

TABLE 2. As in Table 1, but for JJA of MWST.

Scheme TPR FPR ACC PPV F1 score Total events

1979–2005 (566)

MERRA 0.226 0.021 0.807 0.757 0.348 169

hw500q2m 0.549 0.133 0.795 0.549 0.549 566

hw500tpw500 0.564 0.129 0.801 0.564 0.564 566

hw500tpw 0.560 0.130 0.800 0.560 0.560 566

uvw500q2m 0.572 0.126 0.805 0.572 0.572 566

uvw500tpw500 0.571 0.127 0.804 0.571 0.571 566

uvw500tpw 0.567 0.128 0.803 0.567 0.567 566

2006–14 (244)

MERRA 0.16 0.023 0.739 0.74 0.265 50

hw500q2m 0.410 0.132 0.733 0.565 0.475 177

hw500tpw500 0.451 0.137 0.742 0.579 0.507 190

hw500tpw 0.459 0.142 0.740 0.574 0.510 195

uvw500q2m 0.434 0.130 0.742 0.582 0.497 182

uvw500tpw500 0.484 0.158 0.737 0.562 0.520 210

uvw500tpw 0.475 0.154 0.737 0.563 0.515 206

TABLE 1. Calibration and validation statistics with different

combinations of atmospheric variables to construct analogue di-

agnostics for DJF of PCCA. FNR and TNR are not included in the

table as they can be simply derived from TPR and FPR, re-

spectively. The numbers in bold indicate better performance in

analogues than in MERRA precipitation. The numbers in paren-

theses indicate the total number of observed heavy precipitation

events. The numbers in italics indicate the statistics fromMERRA

reanalysis.

Scheme TPR FPR ACC PPV F1 score Total events

1979–2005 (165)

MERRA 0.582 0.022 0.951 0.658 0.618 146

hw500q2m 0.539 0.033 0.938 0.539 0.539 165

hw500tpw500 0.564 0.032 0.941 0.564 0.564 165

hw500tpw 0.570 0.031 0.942 0.570 0.570 165

uvw500q2m 0.533 0.034 0.937 0.533 0.533 165

uvw500tpw500 0.564 0.032 0.941 0.564 0.564 165

uvw500tpw 0.576 0.031 0.943 0.576 0.576 165

2006–14 (48)

MERRA 0.417 0.024 0.943 0.526 0.465 38

hw500q2m 0.375 0.022 0.942 0.514 0.434 44

hw500tpw500 0.375 0.029 0.936 0.450 0.409 40

hw500tpw 0.354 0.030 0.933 0.425 0.386 40

uvw500q2m 0.396 0.026 0.940 0.487 0.437 39

uvw500tpw500 0.354 0.026 0.937 0.459 0.400 37

uvw500tpw 0.375 0.025 0.940 0.486 0.423 37
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We also examine the performances of various ana-

logue schemes in depicting the interannual variations

of seasonal heavy precipitation frequency from 1979

to 2005 (calibration) and 2006 to 2014 (validation) as

compared to the observations and MERRA pre-

cipitation over two study regions (Figs. 3 and 4). For the

DJF season, the number of heavy precipitation events

for each ‘‘year’’ is computed based on the numbers in

December of the current year and the numbers in

January and February of the subsequent year (thus, the

results for January and February of 1979 and in De-

cember of 2014 are not included). So December 1979–

February 1980 is labeled on our graphs as 1979, and

so on. For PCCA, the analogue schemes and MERRA

precipitation reproduce the observed interannual

variations of winter heavy precipitation frequencies

reasonably well with the temporal correlation above

0.75 and a root-mean-square error (RMSE) of less than

3 days during the calibration period (Figs. 3a,b). All the

analogue schemes outperform MERRA precipitation

with higher correlations and smaller RMSEs. During

the validation period, the analogue group with h500
exhibit some degradation in these statistics and do not

perform as well as MERRA precipitation, whereas the

analogue group with uv500 consistently shows better

performance than MERRA precipitation (however,

the difference between the correlations of the calibra-

tion and validation periods are not statistically signifi-

cant at the 0.05 level for both analyses). More

specifically, we find that both MERRA precipitation

FIG. 3. Comparisons of interannual variations of seasonal heavy precipitation frequency

obtained from various analogue schemes, MERRA precipitation (MERRA), and the obser-

vation (obs) for DJF of PCCA during the calibration (1979–2005) and validation (2006–14)

periods: (a) the analogue scheme group with geopotential height (hw*500) and (b) the analogue

scheme group with horizontal vector winds (uvw*
500

). Also shown in the parentheses of figure

legend are temporal correlations and RMSE between various schemes and observation during

two periods.
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and all or some analogue schemes capture peaks, such

as the heavy precipitation that occurred during Feb-

ruary 1986 and winter 1992/93, 1996/97, 2005/06, and

2010/11 as well as valleys for winter 1984/85, 1986/87,

1988/89, 1993/94, 2000/01, and 2008/09. Both analyses

strongly underestimate the observed number of events

for winter 1982/83 (a very strong ENSO year) and

winter 2004/05 but overestimate it for winter 1997/98.

MERRA precipitation also significantly underestimate

the observed number of events for winter 1979/80,

1994/95, and 2009/10.

In comparison with the PCCA, MERRA pre-

cipitation in the MWST exhibits rather poor perfor-

mance in tracking year-to-year variations of heavy

events with lower temporal correlation (0.52 vs 0.76 for

validation and 0.58 vs 0.72 for calibration) and much

larger RMSE (15.65 vs 2.75 days and 22.90 vs 2.45 days).

Immediately evident is its significant underestimation of

heavy events throughout the entire 27-yr period. The

performances of various analogue schemes are slightly

worse than for the PCCA with lower correlations (0.62–

0.75) and larger RMSEs (6–10 days). The performances

of the MERRA precipitation and analogue schemes

degrade during the validation period in representing the

magnitude of heavy precipitation frequency with much

larger RMSEs than during the calibration period, but

capture rather well the observed interannual variability

with higher correlations (however, the difference of the

correlations between the calibration and validation pe-

riods is not statistically significant at the 0.05 level). We

see that various analogue schemes (especially with

uv500) capture the heavy precipitation of 1990, 1993, and

2010 as well as years with relatively low frequency of

events such as 1988, 1991, 1997, 2003, and 2012. The

analogue schemes significantly underestimate the observed

number of events for 2007/08 and 2014, but overestimate

the 1980 and 1987 number of events. Nevertheless, all the

analogue schemes greatly improve upon the MERRA

precipitation with higher correlations and much lower

RMSEs across the calibration and validation.

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for JJA of MWST.
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4. Simulated late twentieth-century heavy
precipitation frequency

Next we apply various analogue schemes to the

CMIP5 late twentieth-century model simulations. We

examine the capabilities of current state-of-the-art cli-

mate models to realistically replicate the ‘‘resolved’’

large-scale atmospheric conditions associated with

heavy precipitation events. Validating the circulation

behaviors linked to these events in climate models can

ensure the assessment of their future changes with

greater confidence. This is achieved by judging the

CMIP5 model-simulated daily meteorological condi-

tions of 1979 to 2005 against the constructed composites

(e.g., Fig. 1) for their similarity in terms of the estab-

lished criteria of detection (described in section 3b). In

this way, any day when the criteria of detection are met

would be considered as a heavy precipitation event. We

then compare the results of the analogue schemes with

the heavy precipitation events identified from the ob-

servations, MERRA precipitation, and the CMIP5

model precipitation (all at 2.58 3 28 resolution).
Figure 5 displays the comparisons of the number of

1979–2005 winter heavy precipitation events obtained

from the CMIP5 model precipitation and various ana-

logue schemes across 18 climate models for the PCCA

region. Also included are the numbers of heavy pre-

cipitation events estimated from the observations

and MERRA precipitation. We can see that the

precipitation-based analyses (the ‘‘pr’’ whisker plot)

from all the models strongly overestimate the number

of heavy precipitation events, with the observation far

below the minimum. Wet biases over the West Coast

of the United States were also observed for the CMIP3

twentieth-century annual precipitation of all the 22

participating models against the Climate Prediction

Center (CPC) Merged Analysis of Precipitation

(CMAP) (Xie and Arkin 1997) observation-based cli-

matology (IPCC 2007; see Fig. S8.9b in the supple-

mental material therein). However, different models

exhibit a varying degree of overestimation and the re-

sulting heavy precipitation frequencies demonstrate a

wide interquartile range (IQR; ;200 days) and inter-

model spread (;400 days). In contrast, the results fromall

the analogue schemes produce more consistent multimodel

medians with the observation as well as largely reduced

IQRs (25–50 days) and intermodel ranges (;100 days).

Overall, the central tendencies of various analogue

schemes are to overestimate the number of heavy

precipitation events, with the observation generally

falling in the first or second quartiles. Among three

water vapor content representations, the analogue

schemes with q2m have the largest IQRs. There are no

salient differences between the performances of the

analogue schemes with h500 versus uv500 in terms of the

multimodel medians. MERRA precipitation is found

to slightly underestimate the number of events.

Both model precipitation and analogue schemes dis-

play larger intermodel discrepancies forMWST than for

PCCA (Fig. 6). In the MWST region, recycling ratios

increase during summer and thus increase the de-

pendence of precipitation on the boundary layer param-

eterization and the landmodel (through its representation

of evaporation). The weaker performances of the an-

alogue schemes are likely associated with the weaker

influence of large-scale atmospheric dynamics in the

summer and the greater role of convective processes.

This does not necessarily indicate a poor choice of at-

mospheric variables for analogue schemes in MWST.

Instead, the improved performance of the analogue

schemes compared to MERRA summer precipitation as

shown in Table 2 and Fig. 4 demonstrates their potential

even for the season when the influence of the large-scale

atmospheric circulation is weaker. We can see that pre-

cipitation from all 18 models and MERRA reanalysis

underestimates the number of heavy precipitation events

with the deviations ranging from 4 to 506 days. Such dry

biases over the Midwest are consistent with the CMIP3

twentieth-century annual precipitation from amajority of

FIG. 5. Comparisons of the number of winter season (DJF) heavy

precipitation events in PCCA estimated from CMIP5 model-

simulated precipitation and various analogue schemes applied to

CMIP5 model-simulated atmospheric synoptic conditions during

the period of 1979 to 2005. The whisker plot shows the minimum,

the lower and upper quartile, median, and the maximum across 18

CMIP5 models. The dashed and dash-dotted lines indicate the

number of heavy precipitation events identified from the Higgins

et al. (2000b) gridded observations and MERRA precipitation at

2.58 3 28, respectively. The 95th percentile of 1979–2005 observed

precipitation is used to extract precipitation-based heavy pre-

cipitation events from CMIP5 and MERRA.
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models and the multimodel mean (IPCC 2007, Fig. S8.9b

therein). The analogue schemes based on h500 un-

derestimate the heavy precipitation frequencies with the

observation close to upper quartile, while those based on

uv500 show slightly better performanceswith the observed

frequency closer to median values. Nevertheless, the

model medians of all analogue schemes are more con-

sistent with the observed number of events than model-

simulated precipitation and the results are also less

uncertain with smaller IQRs and intermodel ranges. The

analogue schemes with q2m contain the largest intermodel

spread, while those with tpw and tpw500 perform similarly.

Overall, all analogue schemes improve upon the

model precipitation in terms of their assessment of late

twentieth-century heavy precipitation frequency from

the perspectives of both accuracy (consistencies of

multimodel medians with observation) and precision

(intermodel spreads) over two study regions, regardless

of water vapor content variables chosen to construct the

analogue scheme. This clearly suggests that current

state-of-the-art climate models are capable of re-

alistically simulating the atmospheric synoptic condi-

tions associated with heavy precipitation events with

reasonable frequencies. Accordingly, the analogue

schemes based on resolved large-scale circulation fea-

tures can provide more useful skill in detecting heavy

precipitation events. The largest intermodel spread from

the q2m-based analogue scheme indicates that climate

models may not be well constrained in simulating q2m
compared with tpw and tpw500, mostly because the sur-

face humidity in the climate models is usually controlled

by a number of processes, including vertical mixing,

surface evaporation (which is affected by wind speed),

soil moisture, solar heating, and other factors. Similar

performances between tpw-based and tpw500-based an-

alogue schemes as well as h500-based and uv500-based are

somewhat expected as simulations of these counterparts

in climate models are based on the essentially identical

or similar numerical ingredients.

We further examine the consistency between the

heavy precipitation frequency from the model pre-

cipitation and from all the analogue schemes on a per

model basis for both study regions. Here we only show

uv500-based analogue schemes (Fig. 7) as their h500-

based counterparts give very similar results. Immedi-

ately evident is that climate models exhibit a wide range

of different levels of consistency between precipitation-

based and analogue-based results as well as among

various analogue results over both regions. One caveat

in our analyses is that unforced variability is likely re-

sponsible for some of the differences between climate

models (for both precipitation and analogues) as well as

between models and observations. Nevertheless, Sriver

et al. (2015) demonstrated that 34 CMIP5 models yield a

considerable larger spread in representing local-scale

daily summer precipitation maxima than the 50 Com-

munity Earth System Model (CESM) ensemble simula-

tions with different initial conditions—and therefore

implying that intermodel biases amongCMIPmodels still

possess a larger source of discrepancy than that from in-

ternal variability. We assess the uncertainty of observed

heavy precipitation frequency by performing a block

bootstrap with each year as a block (nonoverlapping).

Using62 standard errors of observed heavy precipitation

frequency calculated from 500 bootstrap samples (about

18 days for PCCA and 27 days for MWST) as thresholds

for evaluation of model performance, we divide the cli-

mate models into four groups. The blue area represents

the climate models that are capable of realistically

simulating precipitation and large-scale circulation

conditions conducive to the heavy precipitation events,

while the white area is characteristic of those that are

rather poor in both regards. The purple area represents

climate models with realistically simulated synoptic

conditions but not precipitation, while the pink is op-

posite to the purple. For both study regions, none of the

climate models fall into the blue area, while several fall

into the white region with neither precipitation nor any

of analogue-based frequencies close to the observa-

tions. A majority of models fall into the purple region

with some or all analogue-based frequencies consistent

with observation. An extreme case of this group is the

climate model A, which shows strong consistency and

robustness in simulating three atmospheric water vapor

content variables, reasonably frequent and realistically

simulated atmospheric synoptic conditions linked to

heavy precipitation events, and an apparent discon-

nection between model precipitation and large-scale

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for summer season (JJA) of MWST.
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circulation features. For model A the heavy precipitation

frequencies from the three analogue schemes match well

with the observations, but there exists a large bias in

precipitation-based frequency. The large portion of cli-

mate models in this group further emphasize the need

to better understand the influence of processes such as

moist convection and topographical features at the sub-

grid scales and to improve their parameterizations for

precipitation calculation in climate models. Only one

model (model B) falls into the pink area in the MWST; it

has correctly simulated heavy precipitation frequency but

the three atmospheric water vapor content variables are

not consistent with each other or with the observations

andmodel precipitation. Furthermore, regardless of what

region the climate models lie in, the consistency among

different atmospheric water vapor content variables is

not always guaranteed. As expected, tpw and tpw500 are

more consistent with each other in comparison with q2m,

especially in the MWST. In summary, various climate

models demonstrate different skills in reproducing pre-

cipitation and large-scale circulation features, and

therefore choices of analogue schemes based on different

atmospheric variables can lead to different skills in de-

tecting heavy precipitation events. Through such ana-

lyses, the analogue method can be potentially employed

as a powerful diagnostic tool to evaluate the representa-

tion of heavy precipitation events in climate models, and

the diagnosed model deficiencies can further provide

useful insights intomodel development and improvement.

Given the comparable performances of the analogue

schemes based on uv500 to those based on h500 and the

aforementioned complication of geopotential height

changes under warming climate, we will employ only the

uv500-based analogue schemes to assess the projected

changes in heavy precipitation frequency in the next

section.

5. Projected future changes in heavy precipitation
frequency

We use the 95th percentile values of the 1979–2005

seasonal precipitation observations to extract the heavy

precipitation events of RCP experiments from 2006 to

2100. The use of fixed thresholds is one of the ways to

examine how the predefined events (i.e., heavy or ex-

treme precipitation) migrate in a changing climate. We

convert the CMIP5 model-simulated daily meteorolog-

ical fields from 2006 to 2100 to normalized anomalies

relative to the seasonal climatological means and stan-

dard deviations of each model from the CMIP5 histor-

ical simulations (1979–2005). We analyze the projected

changes in heavy precipitation frequency during seven

27-yr periods centered at the years 2020, 2030, 2040,

2050, 2060, 2070, and 2080, respectively. So the first

period spans from 2007 to 2033, and so on. The change of

each model is calculated relative to its respective sea-

sonal heavy precipitation frequency from 1979 to 2005

and expressed as number of events per year. This is done

for both model-based precipitation and the three ana-

logue schemes based on uv500.

Figure 8 displays the general evolution of the changes

in heavy precipitation frequency estimated from an

FIG. 7. Scatterplots of late twentieth-century CMIP5 heavy precipitation frequency based on model precipitation

and three uv500 analogue schemes for (a) DJF of PCCA and (b) JJA ofMWST. The two dashed gray lines represents

observed heavy precipitation frequencies. The solid gray lines represent 62 standard errors of the observed heavy

precipitation frequency calculated using 500 bootstrap samples.
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ensemble of model precipitation and the analogue

scheme uvw500tpw under the RCP8.5 and RCP4.5 sce-

narios for DJF of PCCA. Under the RCP8.5 scenario,

the multimodel medians of both analyses indicate pro-

nounced increases in heavy precipitation frequency,

with medians of precipitation and analogue results

showing 1.3–2.7 and 1.3–3.1 more events per year

throughout the examined periods, respectively (Fig. 8a).

There is an upward trend in the medians with the largest

increases occurring near or at the end of the century.

The medians of the analogue results are generally larger

(indicative of stronger increases) than those of the cor-

responding model precipitation. Both analyses show

some disagreements in the sign of change, with the

majority of models indicating increases in the frequency.

However, the analogue results demonstrate reduced

disagreements in the sign of change in comparison with

model precipitation, with all the models consistently

showing the increases in the frequency during five out of

seven periods (including the last three). Intermodel

disagreements in the magnitude of change remain larger

for model precipitation than for analogue results, rang-

ing fromdecrease of 3.5 to increase of 8.5 events per year

and decrease of 1 to increase of 7.5 events per year

throughout the entire period, respectively. Especially

during the middle to late periods, the model pre-

cipitation results exhibit rather marked increases in both

IQRs and intermodel spreads compared with the early

periods. In contrast, IQRs and intermodel spreads in the

analogue results remain fairly consistent throughout the

entire period.

As expected, the increases in the frequency from both

analyses are less pronounced under the lower emission

scenario RCP4.5, with multimodel medians showing 0.2

fewer to 2.2 more events per year for precipitation and

0.7–2 more events per year for the analogue scheme

throughout the entire period and with the larger in-

creases occurring in the late periods (Fig. 8b). Likewise,

during most of the periods, the medians of analogue

results exhibit slightly stronger increases than the cor-

responding precipitation results. The emissions mitiga-

tion tends to shift not only the multimodel medians but

also the entire distributions toward the smaller increases

in heavy precipitation frequency across all the periods.

As a result, both analyses show stronger disagreements

in the sign of change than under RCP8.5 scenario, with

more models showing decreases in frequency, especially

in the early periods. However, intermodel disagree-

ments in the magnitude of change are slightly reduced

due to the smaller radiative forcing, ranging from de-

crease of 5 to increase of 5 events per year for pre-

cipitation and decrease of 2 to increase of 6 events per

year for analogue across the entire period. Overall, the

analogue scheme uvw500tpw produces smaller inter-

model spreads as compared with model precipitation

during all the periods, especially underRCP8.5 scenario.

Evolutions of frequency changes from the analogue

schemes uvw500tpw500 and uvw500q2m illustrate very

similar features to those from the analogue scheme

uvw500tpw, except that the multimodel medians of

uvw500q2m demonstrate stronger increases of 1.4–3.8 and

0.8–2.0 events per year under the RCP8.5 and RCP4.5

scenarios, respectively (not shown). Figure 9 displays

the comparison of frequency changes from model pre-

cipitation and three analogue schemes during the period

of years 2067 to 2093 (centered at year 2080) under both

RCP scenarios. All the analogue schemes improve upon

model precipitation by producing reduced disagree-

ments in the sign of frequency changes and smaller in-

termodel spreads, especially under the higher-emission

RCP8.5 scenario. The mitigation effect of lower emis-

sions (RCP4.5) is evident with smaller increases con-

sistently for both analyses. Among the three analogue

FIG. 8. The changes in heavy precipitation frequency estimated

from an ensemble of CMIP5 model precipitation (blue lines) and the

analogue scheme uvw500tpw (whisker bar) under the (a) RCP8.5 and

(b) RCP4.5 scenarios for DJF of PCCA across the periods centered at

year 2020, 2030, 2040, 2050, 2060, 2070, and 2080, respectively. The

solid, dashed, and dotted blue lines represent median, Q1 andQ3, and

minimum and maximum values, respectively.
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schemes, no scheme is clearly superior in consistently

producing the smallest intermodel spreads under both

scenarios, and this is observed during other periods as

well (not shown).

The general evolution of the changes in JJA MWST

heavy precipitation frequency estimated from an en-

semble of model-simulated precipitation and the ana-

logue scheme uvw500tpw is displayed in Fig. 10 under the

RCP8.5 andRCP4.5 scenarios. Immediately evident and

distinctively different from DJF of PCCA is that the

multimodel medians of both analyses generally exhibit

small decreases in heavy precipitation frequency

throughout the examined periods under both RCP sce-

narios. Wehner (2013) also reported decreases in pro-

jected midcentury summer precipitation extremes over

large parts of North America based on NARCCAP re-

gional climate model simulations. Under the RCP8.5

scenario, the multimodel medians show 0.0–0.6 fewer

events per year for precipitation and 0.3–0.9 fewer

events per year for the analogue scheme throughout the

periods (Fig. 10a). There is no evident downward trend

in the medians. Both analyses exhibit wide disagree-

ments in the sign of change with about 50%–75% of the

models showing decreases in frequency during different

periods. It is worth noting the distinctively large inter-

model discrepancies in the magnitude of change from

model precipitation during the middle to late periods,

which are more than doubled those in the early periods.

By the end of the century, the discrepancies can range

from an increase of six to a decrease of seven events. In

contrast, the intermodel discrepancies from analogue

scheme uvw500tpw remain fairly constant and consis-

tently smaller than those from model precipitation

across the periods. Both analyses also produce IQRs

rather consistent throughout the entire period.

Themitigation effect with the lower emissions (RCP4.5)

is ratherweak except that the intermodel spreads aremuch

reduced in the middle to late periods for precipitation and

in most of the periods for the analogue results. The mag-

nitudes of change throughout the entire period range from

an increase of 4 to a decrease of 7 events per year and an

increase of 2.5 to a decrease of 3.5 events per year for

precipitation and analogue scheme, respectively. The

multimodel medians and disagreements in the sign of

change from both analyses remain fairly similar to the

corresponding counterparts under the RCP8.5 scenario

throughout the period (Fig. 10b). Overall, the analogue

scheme uvw500tpw produces much smaller intermodel

spreads than model precipitation during all the periods

under both RCP scenarios.

We see similar characteristics in evolutions of frequency

changes from the analogue schemes uvw500tpw500 and

uvw500q2m to those from the analogue scheme uvw500tpw,

except that their multimodel medians can show slightly

stronger or slightly weaker decreases during different

periods (not shown). The comparison of frequency

changes from model precipitation and three analogue

schemes are displayed in Fig. 11 for the last period (cen-

tered at year 2080) under both RCP scenarios. All the

analogue schemes are superior to model precipitation by

FIG. 9. The changes in heavy precipitation frequency during the

period 2067–93 (centered at 2080) estimated from an ensemble of

CMIP5 model precipitation and synoptic conditions employed by

various analogue schemes under RCP8.5 and RCP4.5 scenarios for

DJF of PCCA.

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 8, but for JJA of MWST.
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producing smaller intermodel spreads of frequency

changes, especially under the higher-emission RCP8.5

scenario. The mitigation of lower emission is not evident,

except that the intermodel spreads are reduced for both

analyses. Among three analogue schemes, uvw500q2m ex-

hibits the largest intermodel discrepancies under both

scenarios, which are also observed during other periods

(not shown).

The correspondence between precipitation-based and

each of analogue-based frequency changes on a per

model basis is also examined in the last period under the

RCP8.5 scenario for two study regions (Fig. 12). The

degree of divergence across all the models is assessed

with root-mean-squared deviation (RMSD). Over the

PCCA, 16 out of 18 climate models consistently show

the increases in the frequency changes from both ana-

lyses (Fig. 12a). The overall degree of divergence is 2.4,

2.3, and 2.7 events per year between precipitation-based

and each of analogue-based (uvw500tpw, uvw500tpw500,

and uvw500q2m) frequency changes, respectively. The sign

of the heavy frequency change is the same (positive) for

all three analogues in all the models (Fig. 12a), but dif-

ferent models demonstrate a varying degree of consis-

tency in the magnitude of the change with the divergence

for a given model ranging from 0.1 to 2.3 events per year.

The overall degree of divergence is 0.4, 0.6, and 0.9 events

per year for pairs of analogue schemes uvw500tpw and

uvw500tpw500, uvw500tpw and uvw500q2m, and uvw500tpw500

and uvw500q2m, respectively. Over the MWST, fewer

climate models show the same sign of change between

precipitation-based and analogue-based frequency

changes. Furthermore, the sign can be opposite for dif-

ferent models althoughmoremodels indicate decreases in

precipitation-based frequency changes than increases.

The overall degree of divergence is 2.5, 2.7, and 3.0

events per year between precipitation-based and each

of analogue-based (uvw500tpw, uvw500tpw500, and

uvw500q2m) frequency changes, respectively, slightly

larger than the corresponding values over the PCCA.

We also see that, compared with the PCCA, more

models show inconsistency in the sign of the frequency

change for the three analogues (dashed circles in

Fig. 12b). The divergences in the magnitudes of the

change for a given model ranges from 0.2 to 2.7 events

per year and the overall degree of divergence are 1.2,

1.3, and 1.5 events per year for pairs of analogue

schemes uvw500tpw and uvw500tpw500, uvw500tpw and

uvw500q2m, and uvw500tpw500 and uvw500q2m, respectively,

slightly larger than the corresponding PCCA values

as well.

In summary, the performance of model precipita-

tion in the projected heavy precipitation frequency

changes is inferior for the summer ofMWST to that for

the winter of PCCA in terms of larger intermodel

spreads in the late periods under both RCP scenarios.

Additionally, more models exhibit an inconsistent sign

between precipitation-based and each of analogue-

based frequency changes and the overall degree of di-

vergences are larger. This is likely due to the regional and

seasonal differences in the nature of heavy precipitation.

During summer in the MWST region, land–atmosphere

interactions and unresolved convection are important,

leading to significant differences in model skill. Seeley

and Romps (2015) also found that CMIP5 ensemble’s

future changes in the frequency of environments favor-

able for severe thunderstorms in the centralUnited States

under RCP8.5 forcing are considerably more diverse in

summer than in spring, and the disagreement on the sign

of changes is closely tied to changes in boundary layer

humidity. Together with the largest intermodel discrep-

ancies exhibited by uvw500q2m (in comparison with

uvw500tpw and uvw500tpw500) for the summer of MWST

under both scenarios, this suggests that improving the

representation of low-level humidification processes,

such as the influence of soil moisture or water vapor

advection from the Gulf of Mexico into the Great

Plains, is likely an important step toward further

constraining the climate models in assessing future

heavy precipitation frequency changes, regardless of

whether model precipitation or analogue scheme

uvw500q2m is employed. Overall, the performances of

various analogue schemes remain fairly consistent and

robust across two seasons (regions) and RCP scenar-

ios. The analogue-based projections improve upon

precipitation-based results in terms of generally

smaller intermodel discrepancies, especially under the

higher-emission RCP8.5 scenario.

6. Summary and discussion

In this study, gridded precipitation gauge observations

and atmospheric reanalysis are combined to develop an

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 9, but for JJA of MWST.
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analogue method for detecting the occurrence of heavy

precipitation event based on the prevailing large-scale

atmospheric conditions (‘‘composites’’). The compos-

ites are constructed for the winter season of the ‘‘Pacific

Coast California’’ (PCCA) region and for the summer

season of the Midwestern United States (MWST),

where heavy precipitation exhibits typical ‘‘Pineapple

Express’’ and ‘‘Maya Express’’ characteristics, re-

spectively. The identified synoptic regimes demonstrate

interactions between flow fields and regional moisture

supply. Composites in both regions feature the presence

of an upper-level dipole pattern associated with a trough

and a ridge over a much larger spatial scale, strong flow

as well as moist air and strong synoptic-scale upward

motion directly over the study regions.

We examine the combinations of different atmo-

spheric circulation variables (geopotential height and

horizontal wind vectors) and water vapor content vari-

ables (near-surface specific humidity, column pre-

cipitable water, and precipitable water up to 500 hPa)

to construct the analogue schemes. The detection di-

agnostics of various analogue schemes are first cali-

brated with 27-yr (1979–2005) and then validated with

9-yr (2006–14) MERRA reanalysis. The performance of

MERRA precipitation in detecting the observed num-

ber of heavy precipitation events are weaker in the

MWST than in the PCCA with much lower TPRs,

ACCs, and F1 scores during both calibration and vali-

dation periods. In contrast, the performances of various

analogue schemes remain fairly consistent across two

regions with comparable or even better TPRs, PPVs,

and F1 scores in the MWST during both periods, al-

though at the expense of FPR and ACCs. Both analyses

show regional differences in representing the observed

interannual variations of heavy precipitation frequen-

cies, especially during the validation period, with lower

temporal correlation butmuch higherRMSE against the

observation in the MWST than in the PCCA. Never-

theless, various analogue schemes are found to signifi-

cantly outperformMERRAprecipitation in characterizing

the observed number and interannual variability of heavy

precipitation events in the MWST which is one of the

weakest regions for MERRA summer precipitation.

Among three water vapor content variables considered for

the analogues, there was no superior choice. In addition,

the analogue schemes based on 500-hPa horizontal wind

vector (uv500) are fairly comparable to those based on

500-hPa geopotential height (h500).

With regard to the late twentieth-century (1979–2005)

heavy precipitation frequencies from an ensemble of

CMIP5 models, precipitation from all the models tend

to strongly overestimate the winter (DJF) frequencies

in the PCCA, but underestimate the summer (JJA)

frequencies in the MWST. In contrast, the results from

all analogue schemes based on the calibrated optimal

threshold values produce more consistent multimodel

medians with the observations and also have smaller

intermodel spreads. This clearly indicates that the

FIG. 12. Scatterplots of changes in heavy precipitation frequencies per year during 2067–93 with respect to 1979–

2005 based on CMIP5 model precipitation and synoptic features employed by three uv500 analogue schemes for

(a) theDJF of PCCAand (b) the JJA ofMWST. The solid gray line represents the 1:1 line. The solid circles represent

the minimum and maximum divergences in the magnitudes of frequency changes from three analogue schemes of

specific climate model. The dashed circles represent the models with the inconsistency in the sign of frequency

changes among three analogue schemes. The parenthesis shows the RMSDs between the precipitation-based and

each of analogue-based frequency changes for the PCCA (first number) and MWST (second number).
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climate models are able to realistically simulate the

large-scale atmospheric conditions associated with

heavy precipitation events with reasonable frequencies.

Both model precipitation and analogue results display

much larger divergences in the MWST than in the

PCCA, possibly attributed to the increased dependence

of summer precipitation on the boundary layer param-

eterization and the landmodel as well as the greater role

of convection and weaker control by synoptic forcing in

summer. Likewise, the performances of the analogue

schemes based on uv500 and h500 are comparable to each

other. Among three water vapor content representa-

tions, the analogue schemes based on q2m display the

largest intermodel discrepancies, likely resulting from

the low degree of consensus among climate models

in representing low-level humidification processes

over land.

The multimodel medians of both model precipitation

and uv500-based analogue schemes indicate strong in-

creases and weak decreases in heavy precipitation fre-

quency throughout the seven 27-yr periods for the

PCCA and MWST, respectively. The increases in the

PCCA are more pronounced under the higher-emission

scenario RCP8.5 and the largest increases usually occur

near or at the end of the century. Themitigation with the

lower emission (RCP4.5) tends to shift the multimodel

central tendency and distributions toward smaller in-

creases, suggesting that the climate policies adopted in

the coming decades will affect the occurrence of heavy

precipitation in this region. Under the RCP8.5, both

model precipitation and analogue schemes demonstrate

reduced disagreements in the sign of change compared

to the RCP4.5, while model precipitation shows in-

creased discrepancies in the magnitude of change, es-

pecially during themiddle to late periods. In theMWST,

the mitigation effect is weak with multimodel medians

and disagreements in the sign of change from both an-

alyses remaining similar under both scenarios, except

that the intermodel spreads are much reduced in the

middle to late periods for precipitation and slightly re-

duced in most of the periods for the analogue results.

Regardless of the RCP scenarios and study regions, all

the analogue schemes exhibit similar characteristics to

one another. In the PCCAno analogue scheme is clearly

superior to another, while in the MWST q2m-based an-

alogue scheme exhibits the consistently largest inter-

model discrepancies under both warming scenarios.

Nevertheless, all the analogue schemes improve upon

model precipitation in terms of having smaller inter-

model spreads, especially under the RCP8.5 scenario.

The analogue method presented here can be poten-

tially employed as a powerful diagnostic tool to evaluate

the representation of heavy precipitation, consistency in

different large-scale ingredients of heavy precipitation,

and the correspondence between precipitation and

these ingredients in climate models. Our analyses in-

dicate that current state-of-the-art climate models show

varying degrees of skill with significant divergence in

reproducing the observed heavy precipitation in the

current climate, consistently representing the large-

scale ingredients, and predicting the future heavy pre-

cipitation frequency changes. On a per-model basis, the

performances of precipitation-based and analogue-

based results can be remarkably different in various

ways and the consistency among different atmospheric

water vapor content variables is not guaranteed.

Therefore, choices of analogue schemes based on dif-

ferent large-scale ingredients can lead to different skills

in detecting heavy precipitation events as well. Re-

gardless of precipitation or analogue schemes employed,

the common feature is the weaker performances in

characterizing heavy precipitation events for the sum-

mer in the MWST than for the winter in the PCCA,

which is likely attributed to poorly constrained low-level

humidification processes among climate models and the

greater importance of smaller-scale convective events in

the warmer months. Such diagnosed deficiencies can

thus provide useful insights intomodel development and

improvement and further constraining the climate

models in assessing heavy precipitation frequencies and

their changes. Furthermore, observed rainfall intensity

has been previously found to scale with convective

available potential energy (CAPE) (Lepore et al. 2014),

and it would be interesting to assess whether also in-

cludingmeasures of convective instability such as CAPE

would improve the accuracy of the analogue schemes,

especially for summertime precipitation.

The goals of this study are to expand our previously

developed analogue scheme with additional atmospheric

variables, to assess the abilities of these additional

schemes in detecting late twentieth-century heavy pre-

cipitation events based on the resolved large-scale at-

mospheric ingredients from an ensemble of CMIP5

models, and to evaluate the resulting heavy precipitation

frequency changes from increasing atmospheric green-

house gas concentrations. The analogue schemes are

found to perform significantly better than the MERRA

precipitation in characterizing the observed number and

interannual variations of summer heavy precipitation

events. They also improve upon the CMIP5 model pre-

cipitation over both study regions by producing 1) more

consistent multimodel medians of late twentieth-century

heavy precipitation frequencies with the observation and

2) consistent median trends in future heavy precipitation

frequency but with smaller intermodel discrepancies un-

der both climate change scenarios. It is worth noting that
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the analoguemethod is implemented under the supposition

that large-scale atmospheric conditions play a dominant

role. Thus, alterations of small-scale processes associated

with climate change that are not captured by the analogue

schemes may introduce a bias in our assessment. Never-

theless, our results indicate that the analogue schemes based

on ‘‘resolved’’ large-scale atmospheric features provide

skillful assessments of late twentieth-century heavy precip-

itation frequencies andmore consistent future changes from

climate models, and thus the analogues show promise as

improved and value-added diagnoses as compared to an

evaluation that considers model precipitation alone.
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